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In a frequently cited article published in late 1992, the historian John Lewis
Gaddis criticized theorists of international relations (IR) for failing to predict
the end of the Cold War. He claimed that this failure “ought to raise questions
about the methods we have developed for trying to understand world
politics.”1 Gaddis based his critique on the incorrect assumption that the
main purpose of theory in international politics is to predict discrete events,
and he frequently was wide of the mark in his assessments of the major
theoretical approaches; nevertheless, his article was useful in spawning a de-
bate about how to improve theories of international politics so that they could
do a better job of explaining and predicting major changes on the world
scene.

A recent volume edited by Michael Doyle and John Ikenberry, New
Thinking in International Relations Theory, is an excellent attempt to do just
that. The editors begin with the proposition that the major classical traditions
of IR theory—realism, liberalism, and socialism—largely fail to provide an
adequate account of major systemic change, especially change not accompa-
nied by widespread violence. They assert that both normative and material
forces have exerted signiªcant effects “on changes in identity, perceptions of
interest, and roles of institutions” (p. 15).

In an impressive introductory essay Miles Kahler argues that the debate
between neorealism and neoliberalism in IR theory has become stale and has
been of little use in explaining critical events in international politics. Kahler
maintains that neorealism, developed originally by Kenneth Waltz as a variant
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of realist thought, was in part a response to the increase of Cold War tensions
following a period of détente in the 1970s.2 But Waltz’s theory also consti-
tuted a new version of realism that sought to build on the scientiªc founda-
tions of the behavioral revolution. A fascination with the parsimony of science
and a rejection of the empirical dimension of behavioral approaches led to the
simple assumption of rational action in an anarchic world that is the founda-
tion for Waltzian neorealism. In a similar manner, neoliberalism adopted the
rationalist assumptions of neorealism, while arguing that the potential for co-
operation to achieve mutual beneªts was greater than acknowledged in the
pessimistic theories of the neorealists.3 Yet, as Kahler correctly points out, the
dominance of the “neo” approaches essentially reduced the debate in IR to a
question of the comparative signiªcance of relative versus absolute gains
(p. 38). Although this distinction surely is important, it is insufªcient to cap-
ture many signiªcant dimensions of complex international behavior and in-
teractions. Thus, Kahler notes that the challenge to go beyond this narrow de-
bate has been taken up primarily by two sets of theorists: postmodernists, who
have challenged the scientistic pretensions of recent IR theorizing and sociol-
ogists, who emphasize the constitutive nature of international institutions
that makes them more than the sum of the interests of the states that compose
them.

In response to the dilemmas posed by the effort to understand the end
of the Cold War—and the apparent inability of either neorealism or neo-
liberalism to shed light on this issue—the Doyle and Ikenberry volume in-
cludes interesting chapters outlining “new approaches,” including James Der
Derian on postmodernism, Jean Beth Elshtain on feminism, Daniel Duedney
on a reformulated geopolitical theory, and James DeNardo on formal mathe-
matical modeling. The ªrst three of these essays do indeed suggest interesting,
though not yet fully developed, analytical frameworks for understanding
change in international politics. The authors emphasize that the attempt to
theorize about international politics is not and cannot be a completely neutral
process in which an objective observer reports on an external material reality.
Theory can mask and even reinforce patterns of hierarchy and interest.
DeNardo does a nice job of showing how the various assumptions used by
mathematical modelers can produce not only different but in some cases con-
tradictory predictions. He thereby suggests that although formal modeling
makes clear the consequences of adopting alternative foundational assump-
tions, it is unlikely to satisfy either policy makers or IR theorists in its predic-
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tions about the outcomes of decisions on critical issues such as the deploy-
ment of missile defenses.

These four essays are followed by several attempts to dust off more tradi-
tional approaches and to suggest how they can become relevant to explaining
key changes in international politics. Joseph M. Grieco presents a spirited de-
fense of realism, but he ultimately adds little new to the arguments that real-
ists have advanced for many decades. He maintains that realism does not re-
ally seek to explain or predict change, since it is a theory of continuity—a
theory that seeks to identify the constants in international politics. Yet, if car-
ried to an extreme, this argument leads realism into the same trap that Ken-
neth Waltz identiªed in his ªrst classic book, Man, the State and War, regard-
ing human nature or “ªrst-image” theories of international politics.4 If
anarchy is assumed to be a constant, it functions much like human nature in
Waltz’s ªrst image. Because a constant cannot be changed, it cannot explain
variations between war and peace, between cold and hot war, or between
détente and stable peace. If it cannot explain these differences or the reasons
for change from one system of relations to another, then its value for theorists
and practitioners alike is very limited. Grieco also attempts to explain away
the most signiªcant post–World War II anomaly that seems to challenge the
fundamental premises of realism, namely French-German cooperation in the
aftermath of more than a century of intense conºict and their integration
with other European states within the European Union.5 He explains this ap-
parent anomaly in neorealist terms as cooperation between France and Ger-
many intended to balance the threat from Japan (p. 185), a far-fetched and
unconvincing argument that fails to provide a satisfactory explanation of
one of the most important phenomena of post–World War II international
politics.

More satisfying, if not particularly novel, is Matthew Evangelista’s analy-
sis of domestic sources of change that accompanied the end of the Cold War,
especially in Gorbachev’s initiatives within the Soviet bloc that reºected new
“ideas” rather than material interests about the conduct of international rela-
tions. Similarly, Stephen Weber presents an effective argument on behalf of
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reºectivist institutionalist approaches, in which new ideas might emerge that
explain the creation of new state preferences and new forms of international
cooperation. Institutions themselves, he argues, can be important sources of
change in international politics because of their ability to reconstitute the fun-
damental rules underlying the behavior of states and other actors. Weber
moves institutionalism well beyond the narrow rationalism of the neoliberal
institutionalist approaches of Robert Keohane and his followers by showing
how state preferences are shaped by institutions rather than being driven
solely by the rational pursuit of interests. Ideas and purpose matter for an ex-
planation of how institutions innovate and how they promote change in the
global system.

Another tradition of theorizing about international politics has also
gained increasing attention since the end of the Cold War, namely theories of
strategic interaction. Actually, this approach, based on the theory of interac-
tive, iterative games, is not at all new, but it has experienced a signiªcant re-
vival in recent years. It adds substantially to the debate about “grand theory”
in international politics insofar as it suggests that interactions among states
and nonstate actors are an important and relevant level of analysis in addition
to the traditional three levels of international system, state, and individual.
This approach emphasizes “rational choice,” but within a dynamic and inter-
active framework in which the outcome of any actor’s choice is contingent on
the choices made by others. Over time, the uncertainty inherent in such
choices might be reduced as actors learn to anticipate the responses of their
counterparts and adapt their own behavior accordingly. The work of many of
the most prominent scholars who use this approach, as well as that of several
critics, appears in the excellent volume edited by David Lake and Robert
Powell.

The editors and contributors to this volume correctly devote a great deal
of attention to the issue of preferences and their role in explaining change in
international relations. They note (on p. 18) that it is facile and even tauto-
logical to argue that change in the system occurs because of exogenous
changes in preferences. Theories of strategic interaction therefore focus on so-
cial learning, namely how behavior changes as a result of the interaction of
different but partly overlapping preferences. An excellent introductory chap-
ter by Jeffrey Frieden explores several of the analytical dilemmas connected
with the role of preferences in strategic interaction, especially the empirical
difªculty of separating preferences from the strategies that ensue. Frieden fur-
ther notes that preferences can be assumed, observed, or deduced from prior
theory, and he clearly favors the deductive approach (p. 54). This is largely be-
cause the attempt to observe preferences leads all too often to the tendency to
equate preferences with strategic choices. If rational choice is reduced to say-
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ing that actors’ choices can be explained by the fact that they select their pre-
ferred outcome, then the analysis again is reduced to a tautology.

Nonetheless, the deductive approach has pitfalls of its own, as Arthur
Stein points out in a later essay. For example, neorealist theory rests on the
simple assumption that all states prefer to assure their own survival. Yet, as
Stein points out, “this assumption is neither self-evident nor adequate”
(p. 205). In addition, if all states are assumed to have the same preference, this
prevents us from explaining differences over time or cross-sectionally in state
behavior, to say nothing of states’ strategic interactions with one another.
However, a clear conclusion that emerges from these essays is that strategic-
interaction theory, like all forms of rational choice theory, cannot explain
where preferences come from or why they change. These factors remain exog-
enous to the model.

All that can be explained is the consequences of a particular conªguration
of preferences for the resulting interactive behavior. James Morrow does a su-
perb job of explicating the consequences of rational, interactive strategic deci-
sions for signaling, commitment, and negotiation. He persuasively shows that
an analysis built on assumptions of strategic choice can help us understand
important international phenomena, such as alliance formation and crisis bar-
gaining. Peter Gourevitch introduces international institutions into the analy-
sis, showing how the strength of institutions affects strategic interactions and
thereby helps determine whether disputes will be resolved only by intergov-
ernmental bargaining or by the institutional rules themselves.

All of the contributors acknowledge the serious limitation of strategic-in-
teractions analysis—namely that it does not and probably cannot explain fun-
damental change of the kind that occurred at the end of the Cold War. Miles
Kahler convincingly argues that strategic-interaction analysis can model evo-
lutionary change, as actors adapt mutually to the behavior of one another over
time. Alternating periods of tension and détente during the Cold War might
well be illuminated by this kind of analysis, but the fundamental puzzle about
how to explain the actual end of the Cold War probably cannot be explained
through analysis of strategic interaction. As Stein points out, the “human cre-
ativity in structuring alternatives is completely outside the modeling of strate-
gic choice” (p. 220). David Lake and Robert Powell acknowledge in their in-
troductory essay that a theory of cognitive change is necessary to understand
how and why preferences change. Similarly, they suggest that constructivists
have identiªed an important element of interaction between actors and their
environments, which are mutually constituitive: “Change the nature of states
or their interaction, constructivists suggest, and their ‘identities’ and ‘practice’
will change as well” (p. 32).
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Hence, Arthur Stein in his concluding chapter emphasizes that although
strategic-interaction analysis may be valuable, it does not constitute a satisfac-
tory foundation for explanation in international politics. One also needs a
theory about how ideas, identities, and preferences arise; how they are shaped
by interaction with other actors in a social environment; and how they change
as a result. Like traditional realism, strategic-interaction theory mainly ex-
plains incremental change within a continuous process and is largely unable
to account for the drastic changes that Gaddis and others have challenged IR
theory to explain. The revolutionary changes stimulated by the interactions
between Mikhail Gorbachev and his Western interlocutors cannot be under-
stood by relying on strategic-interaction analysis alone. We also need a theory
of how ideas and conceptualizations of radically new possibilities for interna-
tional interactions arise and ªnd their way into the policy process, as they did
in the late-1980s and early1990s.

In summary, these two volumes in one sense seem to afªrm the correct-
ness of John Lewis Gaddis’s claims about the failure of IR theory to explain
major events like the end of the Cold War. Flawed though Gaddis’s analysis
was, it is evident that most of the approaches to international relations that
were dominant in the 1980s were largely inadequate to explain anything but
incremental change in international relations. These theories, especially
neorealism, focused exclusively on continuity without attempting to offer an
explanation of systemic change. “New thinking” in IR theory still has a long
way to go to respond adequately to this challenge, but the essays in these two
volumes at least set out some guideposts that can help us deepen and enrich
the ability of our theories to explain, and perhaps even to predict, fundamen-
tal change in international relations.
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